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History of the Tamegonit Lodge Arrowhead Coup Thong 

 

The arrowhead coup thong worn by members of Tamegonit Lodge #147 have long been worn 

to note years of service, years of camping, membership level, and involvement in the lodge.  

The practice of using the arrowhead coup thong is often thought to be associated with the 

merger of Kaw Council and Kansas City Area Council in 1974 as a way for Order of the Arrow 

members in the new Heart of America Council to wear something comparable to the claws 

worn by members of the Tribe of Mic-O-Say. However, as noted below, the practice began 

around 1971 and the original system is similar to what is worn by other Order of the Arrow 

lodges in what was formerly known as Section NC-3.  Examples of lodges from Section NC-3 that 

use(d) a membership coup thong include Osage #42, Nani-Ba-Zhu #321, Dzie-Hauk Tonga #429, 

and Hi-Cha-Ko-Lo #458. 

Two systems have been used by the Tamegonit Lodge since adoption of the arrowhead coup 

thong.  The first, which dates from approximately 1971 through 1975 differs from the current 

system in that it included up two three elements to indicate membership level.  Ed Hubert, who 

was inducted into the lodge in 1975 notes that in the materials he was given as a new Ordeal 

member, “the coup thong description called for a red arrowhead (which candidates were to 

carve themselves during their Ordeal) to denote Ordeal membership, a rectangular block with 

Brotherhood bars on it denoting Brotherhood membership to be worn above the arrowhead, 

and a triangular block with three white arrows on it, to be worn above the Brotherhood block 

denoting Vigil. As I recall, arrowhead was to be red, Brotherhood block was to be white, and 

Vigil triangle was to be blue.”  Glenn Jackson, who was inducted in 1970, notes that he 

purchased, “an Ordeal pine block with a pencil outline of an arrow on the side and a 

Brotherhood pine block,” in 1971 upon becoming a Brotherhood member in the Lodge.   

The original system, is shown in the 1971 Lodge Handbook in the following image provided by 

Glenn Jackson, who states that members were told the new coup thong was based on the 

system used by Hi-Cha-Ko-Lo Lodge #458 from Wichita, Kansas and merged with Nani-Ba-Zhu 

Lodge #321 in 1997.  The history of the Hi-Cha-Ko-Lo coup thong pre-dates the formation of the 

lodge in 1951 and was originally used for the Tribe of Quivira, based at Quivira Scout Ranch 

near Sedan, Kansas.  Following formation of the Order of the Arrow lodge, members of the 

coup thong incorporates recognitions for involvement in both organizations.  This practice 

began in the early 1960s. 
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1971 Coup Thong Illustration 

Text at the bottom of the page reads,  

“Note: A small personal totem may be added below arrowhead.” 
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Pre-cut blocks were available for purchase, but carving the member’s arrowhead was also part 

of the Ordeal, based on information provided by Bill Anderson of Lawrence, Kansas, this 

practice dates to 1971.  Mr. Anderson notes that as an Ordeal candidate in 1971, he was, “given 

a rough cut piece of sugar pine,” from which to carve an arrowhead coup.   Ed Hubert also 

notes that in 1975, “each candidate was given a block of wood, and told to carve an arrowhead 

while on rest breaks during our Ordeal.  Each candidate also had a leather thong tied around his 

head which he wore during the ordeal.  Then, after being inducted, we took the leather thong, 

threaded it through the holes in the arrowhead we had carved, and that became our coup 

thong.”     

    

Pre-cut, unpainted arrowhead block, circa 1971 

 

Partially finished arrowhead block and Brotherhood block.  Pencil marks are visible on the 

lower portion of the arrowhead. 
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Finished Brotherhood block 

 

Ed Hubert recalls that the three-block system, “made the coup thongs pretty unwieldy, so by 
1976 when I became a Brotherhood member, the lodge had changed to more or less the 
present system, where the symbol on your arrowhead denotes your membership level. For a 
few years, though, into the late 1970s, you'd still see a few people, pretty much all adult 
leaders, still wearing the original system.”  Similarly, Glenn Jackson notes that, “the three block 
design was discontinued late '75, so after [he] received Vigil during Fall Fellowship 1976, [he] 
wore a red arrowhead with white arrows.” 
 
The 1975 Tamegonit Lodge Handbook (November 1975) includes the following description and 

diagram.  As indicated here, there is no mention of the use of wooden blocks to indicate 

membership level. 

 

 

 

1975 Coup Thong Description 
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As discussed above, the 1971 coup thong instructions reference the use of a small personal 

totem to be worn below the arrow.  In many cases these totems corresponded to the member’s 

Vigil name.  For example, if the member’s Vigil name was “Large Gentle Bear” a small bear 

totem could be suspended from the arrowhead.  Lodge members continued this practice 

through the early 1990s, but the use of the totem is no longer referenced in Lodge Handbook.  

 

1975 Coup Thong Illustration 

Similar to the 1971 instructions, item E references the Vigil totem. 
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During the time of the change from the three-block system to the current arrowhead system, a 

shift was also made to providing Ordeal members with a red plastic arrowhead.  As Ed Hubert 

notes, “most candidates had trouble getting decent-looking arrowheads carved in time during 

their Ordeal, and of course the arrowheads did not look at all standardized.  So it did not take 

too long for the lodge to decide to start making the standard plastic red arrowheads.  The rule 

became that you could either use the standard-issue plastic arrowhead, or if you preferred, 

carve your own.” 

The red plastic arrowheads were used from around 1974 through 2002, when the mold broke.  

These were given out by the lodge to new Ordeal members in the packets they received 

following ceremonies.  The red plastic arrowheads were manufactured initially by Bob Mize and 

then by Jim Koehler until the mold broke in 2002.  The arrowheads were made by pouring 

molten plastic into a one-sided mold.  Once cooled, the back edge was sanded smooth and 

holes were drilled vertically through for the leather strand. 

Variations in the color exist.  Below at left appears to be the color of tomato soup, while the 

example at right, from 1990, is candy red.  The dimensions are 2” tall and 1.5” wide.  These 

were originally used in conjunction with wooden blocks to indicate membership level as noted 

in the correspondence below.  This practice was short lived, however, and Tamegonit Lodge 

revised the rules to the current system of using only the arrowhead to indicate membership 

level. 
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The following image is from a 1990 Camp Naish Boy Scout session photograph.  The adult 
leader in the dark green uniform is wearing a plastic arrowhead with “TN” brand and 
Brotherhood block, while the Scout in front is wearing a plain red plastic arrowhead. 
 

 
1990 Camp Naish Session 2 Photo 

Both Arrowhead Coup Thong Systems Are Visible 

 

    
 

Red plastic arrowhead with painted bars (left); and red plastic arrowhead with BSA National 

Supply Vigil Lapel pin (right). 
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Additionally, wooden arrowheads have been available for purchase from the trading post at 

Camp Naish.  These are grouped as follows: 

 

• Wooden arrowheads made by John Grauberger:  Originally given as gifts by Mr. 

Grauberger in the 1980s, but later sold through the Tamegonit Lodge trading post 

beginning in the early 1990s through 1999.  Many, if not all, are marked on the back 

with a ‘G’ using a wood burning tool.  Available for purchase in Ordeal, Brotherhood and 

Vigil.   
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In some cases, Mr. Grauberger included his entire last name on the back of the 

arrowhead as shown the example below.  The arrowhead below was given to Dave 

Evans, 1995 Tamegonit Lodge Chief by Mr. Grauberger. 

 

• Wooden arrowheads made by a group of volunteers (1999-2008):   Based on the 

Grauberger design, but do not include the ‘G’ on the back.  These were carved by Jerry 

Campbell, Allan Bush, Bob Kerr, Steve Campbell, Ken Spangler, Tim Spangler, and Gene 

Adams.  Made from 1999 through 2008.  Available for purchase in Ordeal, Brotherhood, 

and Vigil. 

 

  
1999-2008 Vigil Arrowhead with wood burned arrows.   

Pictured at right has “TS” for Tim Spangler. 
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• Wooden arrowheads made by a group of volunteers (2008-Present):  Gene Adams, 

Greg Carpenter, John Dickerson, Dave Miller, Wayne McNabb , and Susan Rodgers New 

design.  Available for purchase in Ordeal, Brotherhood and Vigil. 2008 through the 

present.  These are rough cut by a computer aided carving machine and then finished by 

hand.  “© HOAC” on the back with brand or permanent marker.  As of May 2017, it is 

estimated that nearly 20,000 arrowheads have been carved by Tameognit Lodge 

volunteers since 1999. 

 

•  
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Tom Bundy Arrowheads.  In addition to those available for purchase, many lodge members 

have been fortunate to receive an arrowhead carved by Tom Bundy, whose Vigil name 

translates to Light Hearted Giver of the Arrow.  Mr. Bundy originally began carving arrowheads 

for members of Troop 201 for gifts when they were inducted or became Brotherhood 

members.  Inspired by the joy of giving these as gifts, Mr. Bundy has carved and given away 

more than 2,800 Ordeal, Brotherhood, and Vigil arrowheads.  The wood he uses often comes 

from items saved from the burn pile at Camp Naish or trees that have been removed from the 

property during regular maintenance.  He first created a Vigil arrowhead in 1999 as a gift to his 

son, Seth Bundy who received the Vigil honor that year.  Since 2002, Mr. Bundy has carved Vigil 

arrowheads for all new Vigil Honor members in Tamegonit Lodge and continues to carve Ordeal 

and Brotherhood arrowheads.  Below is an example of a Vigil arrowhead carved by Tom Bundy. 
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Return of the Red Plastic Arrowhead.  In 2016 it was announced that the Lodge Executive 

Committee voted to resume the practice of providing red plastic arrowhead to all new Ordeal 

members as part of their packet.  The first of these were distributed to new Arrowmen in 2017.  

The red plastic arrowheads are also available for sale in the trading post for $4.  The design, 

size, and finish of the arrowhead are very similar to the original version.  A distinguishing 

characteristic is the “Made in China” sticker found on the back.  The initial order was 2,000 

units. 

 

  

Red Plastic Arrowhead (2017-Present) with “Made in China” sticker. 
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2014 Vice Chief of Administration Austin Weber with 147 coup thongs draped on his arms 

and neck. The activity was in effort to help the Lodge members fulfill a requirement for the 

Centuries of Service Award. 1st Fall Induction of 2014.  Source:  Tamegonit Lodge – Order of 

the Arrow Facebook Page. 

 

Special thanks go to Ed Hubert, Glenn Jackson, Gene Adams, Dave Evans, Bill Anderson, Rob 

Baker, Mike Schnieders, Ryan Meador, Al Sutlick, Jr., Tom Bundy, Mike Erickson, Rick Petty, and 

Lorri Kearns for contributing memories and images for this history.  If you have any additional 

information to add, please contact Kory Lewis at korylewis@yahoo.com. 
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